EFFECTIVELY USING SOCIAL MEDIA TO THINK
DIFFERENTLY FOR A BRIGHTER TOMORROW
How to increase awareness in #education

OVERVIEW
As a new CIC (Community Interest Company)
Cadmus Inclusive wanted to raise awareness of
who they are and what they offer. Cadmus
Inclusive felt that use of social media would help to
achieve this.

Cadmus schools inspire
and create a passion for
learning. They take a
localised and inclusive
approach, involving
communities to take
collective responsibility for
ensuring that every child
and young person in their
federation receives an
excellent education.
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Following a series of tailored training sessions with
Online Media Works, Cadmus Inclusive now feel
much more confident about how to use each
platform and they have a clear purpose and target
audience for each.
Their posts reflect their brand’s personality and are
more cohesive. This is informed by Cadmus
Inclusive knowing how to use the data from the
analytics effectively.
In addition, they have gained additional revenue by
raising awareness of their webinars and courses.

CHALLENGES
1. Cadmus Inclusive set up a Twitter account and began
tweeting but they were not confident about what sort of
content would lead to purposeful engagement.
2. Cadmus Inclusive wanted to use other social media
platforms but lacked knowledge and were unsure about how
to use them, who to target and how to develop a range of
content suitable for the different platforms.
3. Cadmus Inclusive wanted to be able to measure the impact
their social media but again but did not know what to look for.
This all meant that their social media strategy was, at best,
‘hit and miss.’

SOLUTION
‘Power Hours’ (flexible, one to one training sessions) were
booked with Online Media Works to explore each platform and
find out how Cadmus Inclusive could make best use of each
one to develop awareness of and grow their brand. The ‘Power
Hours’ were specifically designed to address the challenges
that were identified.
Following on from these training sessions Cadmus Inclusive
ring fenced time to focus on:1.Writing a social media strategy containing clear objectives
and measurable targets;
2.Setting up Pinterest, Facebook and Instagram accounts as
they now understood how they work and who uses them,
producing biographies that reflect their brand and voice.
3. Who to attract/target through carefully constructed posts
as they understood the purpose of each platform;
4. Developing engaging content to help others to know, trust
and like Cadmus Inclusive and growing in confidence to use
online design apps to make their content more visually
appealing and eye catching;
5. Engaging effectively with others to build a community now
they know how to get noticed
6. Monitoring the impact of their social media use using a
variety of tools and then refine their approach based upon the
analytics.

“Following our
'Power Hours'
with you we
made some
simple changes
and have
certainly reaped
rewards!
Your expertise
has had a
massive impact thank you. We
certainly
wouldn't have
made this much
progress without
you!”
Beccie Hawes
Head of Service
Cadmus Inclusive

RESULTS & RETURN ON
INVESTMENT
Cadmus Inclusive's Pinterest page has an average
of 2000 monthly unique viewers. Cadmus Inclusive
have received positive feedback from
professionals and parents about how easy it is to
find useful pins related to areas of common interest.
Teachers comment that they love having pins on a Pinterest
board related to the professional development courses
Cadmus Inclusive offer. Teachers follow up and utilise the
ideas shared.
Cadmus Inclusive's Twitter following has grown
and by using Twitter to market their courses they
have received an additional £545 of course
bookings. From the analytics, Cadmus Inclusive
know when people look at Twitter and so they target tweets at
the right time. Also, there has been a significant increase in
the number of people favouriting, retweeting and engaging
with Cadmus Inclusive's tweets.

I’m Esther and I work with
small businesses to raise
their game on social media;
by helping you find clarity,
by developing skills and the
confidence you
need to drive your business
forward to success.
In autumn 2017 I
commenced lecturing in
Social Media in the Business
School at the University and
now have a postgraduate
certificate in teaching and
learning for higher
education.
I’m an expert at
demystifying social media
and will work with you to
develop a plan
which raises your profile and
wins you business.

The Cadmus Inclusive business Facebook page ‘likes,’
‘post reach’ and ‘events reach’ have all increased. They
have received service delivery requests as a result of
sharing what we they are delivering in other settings.

On Instagram Cadmus Inclusive's followers and
engagement have increased. Cadmus Inclusive
research appropriate hashtags and use both their
grid and stories to share their call to action.

Feedback on social media has shown that people know
how to find Cadmus Inclusive and they now have a national
reach as people link up with them following webinar delivery.
The signposting has been effective.
As a result of Cadmus Inclusive engaging with social media
users in a more strategic manner, they have forged new
partnerships with other service providers and strengthened
existing partnerships.
As their content is more engaging and eye catching, this
ensures that they stand out when people scroll. This
encourages them to stop and find out more about Cadmus
Inclusive.
Cadmus Inclusive now feel much more confident
about how to use each platform and have a clear purpose and
target audience for each. Their posts reflect their brand’s
personality and are more cohesive. This is informed by them
knowing how to use the data from the analytics effectively.
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